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Abstract: This work enhances the knowledge on the diagnostic potential of the broken bar fault in induction motors. 

Since a series of studies have been published over the years regarding condition monitoring and fault diagnostics of 

these machines, it is essential to reach a common ground on why –sometimes– different techniques render different 

results. In this context, an investigation is provided with regards to the optimal window that should be adopted for the 

implementation of a proper time-frequency analysis of the monitored signals. On this agenda, the current paper 

attempts to set lower and upper bound limits for proper windowing from the digital signal processing point of view. This 

is done by proposing a formula for the lower limit, which is derived according to the specific frequencies one desires to 

put under inspection and which are the fault related signatures. Finally, a discussion on the upper bound is put onwards; 

results from Finite Element simulations are examined with the discussed approach in both the transient regime and the 

steady-state, while experimental results verify the simulations with satisfying accuracy. 

 

1. Introduction 

Induction machines are very well established in 

industrial environments, energy conversion systems and 

mobility applications. As a result, research that focuses on 

their condition monitoring, fault detection and diagnosis, as 

well as the modelling of their failure mechanisms has been 

going on for decades [1]-[3]. With regards to rotor condition 

assessment, the vast majority of diagnostic procedures relies 

on the analysis of frequencies with either the classical 

frequency domain analysis of monitored signals over the 

steady-state, or with the use of time-frequency (t-f) 

distributions during the start-up transient or other transient 

regimes. The first approach offers a harmonic inspection of 

characteristic frequency signatures and their fault sidebands 

visualized on a spectrum [4]-[6], whilst the second one 

provides the advantage of a spectral content examination 

through the signal’s frequency trajectories and how these 

evolve over time. The latter are usually visualized by the 

means of spectrograms [7]-[9]. 

During actual on-field measurements, the signals 

handled by diagnostic engineers for the aforementioned 

purposes may vary: motor currents and voltages harmonic 

signature analyses have ushered the early diagnostic 

techniques of MCSA [10]-[13] and MVSA [14]-[16]; 

vibration, stress, torque and speed measurements lie on the 

foundation of the NVH (Noise/Vibration/Harshness) 

analysis [17]-[19]; externally radiated magnetic fields 

monitoring is still revealing promising results for Stray Flux 

Signature Analysis (SFSA) [20]-[23] and, less frequently, 

measurements of acoustic noise emissions are evaluated 

[24]-[26]. A representative literature for more detailed 

information on these techniques can be reviewed in [27]-

[30]. 

To cover the most representative ones, in [11] an actual 

real-case scenario of induction motors in industrial 

environments is investigated with MCSA for broken and 

cracked rotors, using a threshold value of the defined 

diagnostic index. Broken bar diagnostics are also examined 

in [12] and [13] by means of current and zero-sequence 

current spectra respectively, which also contribute with 

evaluation of the fault severity according to the position of 

the breakages (consecutive/non-consecutive). On the other 

hand, [14] uses harmonic signature analysis of the line 

neutral voltage, while [15] introduces a similar approach for 

the zero-sequence voltage in wye-connected induction 

motors. In [16], both techniques of current and voltage 

signatures are tested and compared for permanent magnet 

synchronous machines. Moving on, aspects of vibration and 

noise are reviewed in [17] for electric vehicle applications, a 

study of spectra signatures in the vibration patterns and air-

gap MMF distribution is delivered by [18] and a proposed 

framework for universal modelling of acoustics is depicted 

in [19]. Finally, [20] and [21] present the diagnostic 

potential of stray flux signatures for different types of faults, 

and the same technique with reference to its advantages is 

implemented in [22] and [23] during the start-up transient 

for rotor electrical faults and eccentricity respectively. 

Furthermore, with the latest advances in digital signal 

processing, a breeding ground has been offered for deeper 

insight to the characteristics of signals and their included 

components. Time-frequency representations like the 

Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) [31]-[33] and the Short-

Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [33]-[36] provide a 

visualization of the squared spectral density on a lattice 

gridded by time and frequency, which is called the time-

frequency plane and is of fixed resolution [36]-[38]. On the 

other hand, techniques like the Wavelet Transformation [23], 
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[36], [39] offer improved resolution due to the scaled tiling 

of the grid, but are governed from higher level of design and 

computational complexity [36], [39]. These methods offer a 

more appropriate representation than the classical FFT, 

since faults create time-varying conditions. The reflection of 

these time-varying conditions on the investigated signals is 

evident via the signals’ spectral content evolution over time 

(e.g. V-shape patterns for broken bars over the transient 

regime [22], [23], [33], [36]). These methods however make 

no mention on the parameter tuning process required for 

proper representation, resulting in an ad-hoc selection of 

parameters. 

With regards to the representations of fixed resolution, 

continuous research is published on how these techniques 

can be optimized and from which aspect, in order to 

represent results as accurately as possible. Early 

fundamental studies on windows are found in [40]-[42], 

where thorough investigation on the effect of windowing 

functions and their parameters is delivered in detail. More 

recent studies like [43]-[44] focus on the parameterization of 

windowing functions, while approaches for extension of the 

STFT are suggested in [45] for improved resolution and in 

[46] for adaptive windowing. In the specific case of 

induction machines however, taking into account the 

discrete nature of the investigated signals’ frequency content 

and the system characteristics –i.e. the slip– a different, 

system oriented approach can be considered in the fine 

tuning. 

On this basis, the work presented in this paper 

contributes into the field oriented between the parallels 

drawn by induction machine diagnostics and time-frequency 

analysis. The novelty lays within the use of a two-stage t-f 

analysis over the steady-state regime, to examine the known 

signatures induced by broken bars in the signals of stray flux. 

In the first stage, a short-time window is selected for the t-f 

representation. This selection is initially quantified by the 

definition of a lower bound that will result in no loss of 

information on the desired frequencies. At the same time, an 

upper bound is estimated that results in no loss of the time 

information that is observed in the representation of this 

stage. These bounds restrict and fully quantify the short-time 

window. In the second stage, a long-time window is selected. 

This selection is quantified by the estimation of a lower 

bound, which is expressed as a multiple of the 

aforementioned upper bound of the small window. These 

two stages are required to observe the different aspects of 

the effect that the time-varying conditions have in the 

evolution of spectral content over time. To the best of the 

authors’ knowledge, this is the first time a small and large 

window concept –with bounds imposed on them– is used for 

the study of broken bar faults in induction machines. 

Furthermore, the t-f analysis is focused on the steady state 

and not in the transient regime, as opposed to the majority of 

the existing literature. 

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the 

broken bar fault signatures are briefly described from 

existing literature on current and stray flux measurements. 

In Section 3, the Short-Time Fourier Transform is reviewed 

and the relationship between time and frequency resolution 

is briefly analysed. Based on some presumable assumptions 

on the theoretic frequency content of the signals, a lower 

bound of the windowing sequence length is defined. Also, a 

discussion is made on the estimation of an upper bound for 

the small window, while the lower bound selection of a 

large window is justified. Section 4 presents the FEM 

models used for simulations and the test-bed used for the 

experimental measurements. In Section 5, the application of 

the method on results from FEM simulations is outlined, 

while Section 6 deals with the application on the 

experimental measurements. Finally, in Section 7 a 

conclusion on the signals’ enclosed components and how 

they can be characterised is drawn. 

2. Broken Bar Signatures 

When a bar breakage occurs, the open-circuited bar 

generates a backward rotating magnetic field with the slip 

frequency. This creates an asymmetry in the airgap magnetic 

field and its distortions are clearly reflected in the motor’s 

harmonic content [1], [4]-[6]. Consequently, this fault 

asymmetry causes additional frequency sidebands in the 

stator currents, separated by even multiples of the motor’s 

slip s from the fundamental frequency 𝑓𝑠  [13], [50]. Since 

every phenomenon that occurs in either the stator or the 

rotor is induced and filtered from one to another and vice-

versa, the aforementioned sideband tones appear also in the 

spectrum of other stator-related quantities like the stray 

magnetic flux. Modulated continuously by the component 

(1 − 𝑠)𝑓𝑠  because of the continuous stator-rotor induction, 

the equation for these fault related sideband signatures is the 

following [6], [15]: 

𝑓𝑏𝑏 = [
𝑘

𝑝
(1 − 𝑠) ± 𝑠] 𝑓𝑠 , (1) 

 

where p is the number of pole pairs, 𝑠 the motor slip and 𝑘 ∈

ℤ such that 
𝑘

𝑝
 ∈ ℤ. Such components are detected near the 

frequencies 𝑓𝑠 , 3𝑓𝑠 , 5𝑓𝑠 , 7𝑓𝑠  and so on, with 𝑓𝑠 being the 

fundamental supply frequency [6], [13], [15]. Since the 

sensor is placed on the periphery of the stator frame, it 

senses magnetic flux from a static point of view. Hence, the 

developed harmonics originate from equation (1) in 

accordance with the stator winding’s fault related space 

harmonics. 

A known problem in broken rotor bar diagnostics is that 

in large induction motors these sideband components lie 

usually close to the fundamental frequency due to the low 

value of slip s at steady state. This is highly likely to 

complicate the diagnostic process and make it difficult to 

detect the fault with accuracy, especially in cases where the 

load-torque oscillations are approximately equal to the 

sideband tones, as discerned in [50]. Therefore, in this work 

the sideband signatures of higher harmonics will be looked 

into; focus will be given to the 5th and 7th harmonic, since 

they are standing off at the distances −4𝑠𝑓𝑠 and −6𝑠𝑓𝑠 for 

the 5th and at −6𝑠𝑓𝑠 and −8𝑠𝑓𝑠 for the 7th harmonic. 

3. Two stage time-frequency representation 
 

3.1. Short-Time Fourier Transform - STFT 
 

The windowed, or Short-Time, Fourier transform of a 

given signal 𝑥(𝑡) is a t-f representation and its generic form 

is given by the following equation [42], [48]: 
 

𝑋(𝑡, 𝑓) = ∫ 𝑥(𝜏) ∙ 𝑤(𝜏 − 𝑡) ∙ 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝜏𝑑𝜏,
+∞

−∞
 (2) 
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where 𝑤(𝑡) is the window function. In the case of a sampled 

and discretised signal, the discrete-time STFT [46] is given 

from: 
 

𝑋[𝑡, 𝑓] = ∑ [𝑥𝑛 ∙ 𝑤𝑛−𝑡]

𝑡+𝐿/2

𝑛=𝑡−𝐿/2

∙ 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑛𝑡  ,        (3) 

 

where t represents the discrete time, 𝑓 is the frequency and 

𝐿 the window length. 

As one of the most commonly applied t-f 

transformations, the STFT has been under study for many 

years and for various applications. Despite its main 

disadvantage of fixed resolution, as explained in [42], [48] 

and [49], the STFT has some robust advantages and thus is 

usually preferred to be applied. Such advantages are: its 

freedom of artefacts, avoiding the appearance of cross-terms, 

as well as the ability of achieving a qualitative localization 

in either time or frequency according to what bands of 

frequencies are evaluated over a fixed-time window. 

 

3.2. T-F resolution and windowing function 
selection 
 

When applying the STFT, one is called to choose a 

window able to capture the event of a frequency of interest 

or the time instants when that frequency exceeds transitions 

in time. Commonly, the time resolution is established 

previously and in practical terms is calculated from the 

window sequence length 𝐿𝑤  and the sampling period 𝑇𝑠  as 

follows [12], [44]: 

𝛥𝑡 = 𝐿𝑤𝑇𝑠.     (4) 
 

Improved time resolution is achieved with a window of 

short length in time. This implies a good knowledge of the 

frequency’s time instant, but a poor frequency resolution. 

Nevertheless, what is usually targeted for in the majority of 

the works is a compelling frequency resolution, as defined 

in [41], [44] and [45]: 
 

𝛥𝑓 = 𝛽
𝐹𝑠

𝐿𝑤
 , (5) 

 

𝛽 being the local equivalent noise bandwidth of the window, 

as defined and used in [40]-[43] and 𝐹𝑠 =
1

𝑇𝑠
. Improved 

frequency resolution is achieved with a long window in time 

and is known to localize better the frequency trajectory with 

regards to where the frequency is located. Theoretically, the 

concepts of time and frequency resolution are defined as 

spreads by the mathematical terms of the standard deviation 

or the root-mean-square of the signals’ amplitude in time 

and frequency respectively [37], [48], [49]. Nonetheless, 

when DSP is practically applied in sampled discretized 

signals, (4) and (5) are used as an efficacious approximation 

for the calculation of 𝛥𝑡 and 𝛥𝑓. 

As it is apparent from (4) and (5), 𝛥𝑡 and 𝛥𝑓 have an 

inverse proportional relationship that is governed in the 

STFT case by the window sequence length 𝐿𝑤. This directly 

relates to the fact that it is not possible to calculate 

simultaneously –and with the maximum precision– the 

frequency and time of one harmonic included in a signal. 

This uncertainty relation is directly borrowed from 

Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle [37], [38] and was 

introduced in the t-f analysis by Gabor [48], [49]. In the 

general case of t-f analysis, this uncertainty relationship is 

described by the inequality [37], [48]: 
 

𝛥𝑡 ∙ 𝛥𝑓 ≥
1

4𝜋
 , (6) 

 

Therefore, there is a trade-off between frequency and 

time resolution. In the majority of the time-frequency 

analysis tools, one must choose between computing 

accurately the frequency or the time when that frequency 

occurred. To find the best trade-off between these two 

resolutions, a trial and error method is usually employed. 

According to [47] and [49], in order to obtain an 

unambiguous analysis and draw cogent conclusions on a 

signal and its behaviour, a t-f representation imposes to be 

held under both types of windows: a short one that will lead 

to a satisfying time resolution, and a long one that will result 

in a satisfying frequency resolution. The scope of this 

approach is not only to have a spherical view of the signals 

response, but also to clearly distinguish between the two 

different types of information comprised in a signal: a short 

window will give sufficient time resolution to show the 

modulation (FM law) and a long window will provide 

sufficient resolution for better localization of the frequency 

position, to separate a main frequency from its lower and 

upper sideband tones. In the same works, the authors prove 

that a signal can be dual-natured in terms that a 

predetermined time-frequency analysis does not uniquely 

determine the number of additional components in a signal, 

hence the previously described process with two different 

windows will reveal information about both natures of the 

signal: the mono-component or multi-component aspect and, 

at the same time, about the signal’s components stationarity. 

This is plausible, since in the existing literature only a good 

trade-off for improved frequency resolution is accounted for, 

and this can sometimes lead to misinterpretations for 

distinguishing between the signal components or modulation 

of frequencies by a fault signature, as also explained in [50]. 

Another important factor for the STFT analysis is the 

appropriate selection of the windowing function 𝑤(𝑡). In the 

case of windowing functions like the Gaussian or the 

Kaiser-Bessel window, the STFT provides the possibility of 

an optimal main lobe to side lobe energy ratio. Also, these 

windows are known for their capability of properly 

analysing transients and separating signal tones with 

frequencies closely located to each other but with widely 

differing amplitudes [37], [41]. These two aspects are 

particularly covetable in electrical machine diagnostics, 

where fault conditions leave their footprint as sideband 

tones around main frequencies as described in Section 2. 

 

3.3. Proposed windowing limit 
 

According to the aforementioned aspects, in order to 

separate and capture the investigated frequencies, one must 

require a resolution 𝛥𝑓 at least equal to the difference of the 

central frequency 𝑓𝑖  from its corresponding sidebands. 

Hence, when applying a time-frequency analysis for broken 

bar diagnostics, the resolution is also dependent from the 

motor slip 𝑠. This is also stated in [12], where the authors 

explain how the sequence length –and consequently the 

frequency resolution– is indirectly bounded by the slip. 

Since these frequencies are of discrete nature though, it is 

possible to calculate the minimum window required for 
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properly distinguishing and implementing the first stage of 

the analysis, which is that of a short window, for the needs 

described in the previous paragraph. 

Let 𝑓𝑖 ∈ ℝ+, be the i-th harmonic of the signal under 

investigation. As mentioned, the STFT effectively quantizes 

this frequency with a quantization step given by (5), into 

frequency 𝑓𝑖
𝑞

= 𝑛𝑖𝛥𝑓, 𝑛𝑖 ∈ ℤ+. The actual frequency relates 

to the quantized one via: 
 

𝑓𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖
𝑞

+ 𝜉𝑖𝛥𝑓 = 𝑛𝑖𝛥𝑓 + 𝜉𝑖𝛥𝑓,    (7) 
 

where 𝜉𝑖 ∈  [0 , 1) . Consider 𝑓1  the central frequency of 

interest and 𝑓2  its lower sideband. Following (7), these 

frequencies can be written as: 

𝑓1 = 𝑛1𝛥𝑓 + 𝜉1𝛥𝑓 

and   
𝑓2 = 𝑛2𝛥𝑓 + 𝜉2𝛥𝑓 

 

Since 𝑓1 > 𝑓2, the following relation is valid: 
 

𝑛1 = 𝑛2 + 𝑚, m ∈ ℤ+ (8). 
By substituting the values of 𝑛𝑖 from (7) into (8) for both 

𝑓1 and 𝑓2, we obtain: 
 

𝑓1 − 𝑓2 = (𝜉1 − 𝜉2)𝛥𝑓 + 𝑚𝛥𝑓,   (9) 
 

where 𝜉1 − 𝜉2 = 𝜉 ∈ (−1, 1). 
From (5), substituting into (9) and solving for 𝐿𝑤 ,the 

following is obtained: 
 

𝐿𝑤 =
𝛽𝐹𝑠

𝑓1− 𝑓2
(𝜉 + 𝑚) .   (10)   

 

Since 𝑚  ∈  ℤ + defines the distance of the quantized 

frequencies, the minimum value of 𝑚  where  these 

frequencies are separable is 𝑚 = 1. Also, as described in 

Section 2, the fault related sideband tones indicative for 

broken bars are distanced from a main harmonic at even 

multiples of the factor 𝑠𝑓𝑠 . Following this assumption and 

without loss of generality, we can set the difference 𝑓1 −
 𝑓2 = 2𝜌𝑠𝑓𝑠, where 𝜌 ∈ ℕ and (10) thereof becomes: 

 

𝐿𝑤 ≥ 
𝛽𝐹𝑠

2𝜌𝑠𝑓𝑠
(𝜉 + 1) .   (11) 

 

The results analysed and presented in Section 5 are 

based on the limit set by (11), and this limit will be applied 

to the Kaiser-Bessel window for the reasons explained in 

Paragraph 3.1. Note that in the case of a main harmonic and 

its upper sideband, (10) is dependant from the difference 

𝑓2 −  𝑓1 and when deriving (9), one should account for 𝑓2 >
𝑓1  and 𝑛2 = 𝑛1 + 𝑚 . Of course, the derived resolutions 

from the windows chosen by (11) will yield 𝛥𝑡 and 𝛥𝑓 such 

that the limit given by (6) will always be satisfied. 

It should be noted that 𝜉 is not a parameter that can be 

controlled, but is related to 𝐿𝑤 , as 𝜉1  and 𝜉2  are the 

differences of the actual frequencies 𝑓1 , 𝑓2  from their 

respective quantized ones 𝑓1
𝑞
, 𝑓2

𝑞
. To find the exact value of 

𝜉 to be used on (11), an exhaustive search method can be 

employed to minimize the selected value of 𝜉  from the 

actual one after calculating 𝜉1 and 𝜉2 from the application of 

the calculated minimum 𝐿𝑤 from (11). 

Inequality (11) defines the lower bound of the short-

time window. Any window length greater than that will 

provide the required resolution to identify the FM law 

without loss of information on the frequency content by 

assuring separability of the harmonics in a carrier-plus-

sidebands signal. A question that naturally arises is how 

large this window can become. As it is in the case of the 

frequencies, time in the STFT is also quantized by the 

resolution step of (4). This effectively acts as a subsampling 

of the original signal that is reflected on the spectrogram. It 

will be evident that the harmonics that will be depicted have 

an oscillatory behaviour under fault condition. By arbitrarily 

increasing 𝐿𝑤  –thus increasing the new sampling period– 

there is a point at which the oscillatory behaviour will cease 

to be observed. This a posteriori observation, that closely 

relates to the time period of the oscillation, can provide with 

the desired upper bound on the 𝐿𝑤 . This proposed upper 

bound along with (11) result in completely quantifying and 

defining the short-length window of the first stage. 

In the second stage, a long-time window is selected to 

observe the frequencies over which the signal is modulated. 

In this case however, there is no direct imposition of either 

lower or upper bounds. In a worst case scenario, a selection 

very close to the whole time duration of the examined signal 

results in extracting frequency information to only one time-

instant, hence the STFT degenerates into the classical FFT. 

The authors of [47] used such an extreme case for the 

quantification of the large window, where the length though 

was a multiple of several times larger than that of the short-

time window. Based on that observation, a large window 

can be quantified as a multiple of the upper bound given for 

the short window. This ad-hoc selection of window should 

not exceed a specified percentage of the examined signal’s 

duration, that will result in representing the frequencies to 

an adequate ad-hoc number of time instants. 

4. Simulation models & experimental set-up 
 

4.1. FEM models 
 

An industrial 6-pole, 6.6 𝑘𝑉  induction motor with 

nominal power 1.1 𝑀𝑊  was modelled with MagNet 

software from Mentor/Infologic and simulated under 2D 

FEM rotating analysis from the start-up until the steady state. 

The motor operates at the supply frequency of 50 𝐻𝑧 and 

the simulations are run at full load condition. The 

characteristics are summarized in Table 1. A population of 

three models has been simulated, depicted in Fig. 1 along 

with the spatial distribution of the magnetic flux density: the 

healthy motor and two motors with broken bars. To aid the 

reader, the three motors are labelled and referred to as 

Model #1 – Model #3. The models are summarized in Table 

2, where the slip value of each motor is given in the last 

column. As shown in Fig. 1a, the stray flux sensor is located 
 

Table 1 FEM model characteristics 

Characteristics   

   

Rated Power 1.1 MW 

Supply Frequency 50 Hz 

Rated Voltage 6.6 kV 

Rated current 170 A 

Rated Speed 990 rpm 

Stator winding connection Y 

Number of pole pairs 3 

Number of rotor bars 70 

Number of stator slots 54  
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a 

 
b 

 
c 

Fig. 1. FEM models of the 1.1 MW motor: 

(a) Solid healthy model (left) and spatial distribution of the 

magnetic flux density (right), (b) magnetic flux density spatial 

distribution under single bar fault (c) magnetic flux density spatial 

distribution under two adjacent broken bars 

 

at the machine’s right hand-side accounting for radial stray 

flux (red arrow). Consisting of a wounded rigid search-coil 

of 100 turns, to capture spreading magnetic fields (leakage 

flux) on the machine’s peripheral area. The red arrows in 

Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c point the location of the broken bars. 

 

Table 2 Summary of simulated cases 

Case Model slip  

Healthy #1 0.0089  

1 br. bar #2 0.0090  

2 adjacent br. bars #3 0.0095  

 

The models were simulated under the same simulation 

type, that is Transient-2D with motion analysis which is a 

rotary load-driven motion accounting for the machine’s 

motion equation and the initial moment of inertia from the 

start-up until the steady state. The simulations are run at full 

load condition. To obtain a fair sample of data, both the 

healthy model as well as the models with broken bars were 

simulated for approximately 7.5  seconds with a sampling 

frequency of  5 𝑘𝐻𝑧. 
 

4.2. Experiments 
 

The motor used for experimental validation of the 

proposed approach is a 4-pole, 230 𝑉,  1.1 𝑘𝑊  laboratory 

induction motor. The broken bar fault was achieved by 

drilling holes of small depth in the bars of a healthy rotor 

and by implementing this rotor on the same stator. Also, the 

flux sensor was used as in the case of the FEM models, 

wounded on the machine’s periphery and held on the 

stator’s housing, connected with a data acquisition system 

sampling at the frequency of 5 𝑘𝐻𝑧, accounting for radial 

stray flux signals. The experimental test-bench of the 

induction motor topology, as well as the different rotors 

used for emulating the broken bar fault are shown in Fig. 2. 

 

  
a 

   
b 

Fig. 2. 1.1 kW motor used for the experimental tests 

(a) Stray flux sensor in different positions, (b) healthy rotor (left), 

rotor with one broken bar (middle) and rotor with two adjacent 

broken bars (right) 

 

The motor’s characteristics, as given by the motor’s 

nameplate, are summarized in Table 3 and all the tested 

cases with their slip value in Table 4. Starting with the 

healthy motor and in accordance with the FEM models, the 

experimental cases are labelled and referred to as Motor #1 

– Motor #3 respectively and are also tested at full load. 
 

Table 3 Experimental motor characteristics 

Characteristics   

   

Rated Power 1.1 kW 

Supply Frequency 50 Hz 

Rated Voltage 230 V 

Rated current 4.5 A 

Rated Speed 1410 rpm 

Stator winding connection Δ 

Number of pole pairs 2 

Number of rotor bars 28 

Number of stator slots 36  

 

Table 4 Summary of experimental cases 

Case Motor slip 

Healthy #1 0.0121 

1 br. bar #2 0.0124 

2 adjacent br. bars #3 0.0128 

5. Analysis of the FEM Simulation Results 

In Table 5, the first column provides the sideband 

components that are investigated for the different values of 

𝜌, for each harmonic as given from (11). Although the value 

of 𝜌 =  2 separates the central frequency from each one of 

its sidebands, the spectrograms are derived for 𝜌 =  1, since 

𝜌 =  1  will separate every component distanced at least 

Flux Sensor 

Flux Sensor 

Br. Bar 
Br. Bar Br. Bar 
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2𝑠𝑓𝑠  from each other. In the second column, the absolute 

value (distance) of each sideband harmonic is given in 𝐻𝑧 

(freq. resolution), while the last column gives the value of 

𝐿𝑤, calculated by the limit of (11). Finally, the equivalent 

noise bandwidth of the window is given in every case. 
 

Table 5 Model #2: investigated sidebands & calculated 

window length for the case of a single bar fault 

Case 1 Broken Bar Window 

ξ = -0.5 S2 = 0.0090 β =1.83 

Sideband Frequency (Hz)  𝑳𝒘 

2sfs (ρ=1) 0.9 4326 

4sfs (ρ=2) 1.8 2548 

6sfs (ρ=3) 2.7 1698 

8sfs (ρ=4) 3.6 1274 
 

The choice of 𝜉 =  −0.5 was achieved by tuning with 

parameter sweeps in the set (−1, 1) under a step of 0.01 

between the sweeps. From the set of windows yielded 

(Table 5), the largest of the set is used (𝐿𝑤 = 4326) for 

deriving the investigated spectrograms for two reasons: in a 

visualization manner, for the best trade-off for improved 

frequency resolution under the condition of a short window 

and, secondly, to allow the window and span several cycles 

of the lowest modulating frequency enclosed in the original 

signal [47], since separability of the components has already 

been accounted for by (11) in any case of the used window. 

Similarly, Table 6 presents the investigated components and 

the 𝜌 values along with the minimum required 𝐿𝑤  and the 

calculated equivalent noise bandwidth. 
 

Table 6 Model #3: investigated sidebands & calculated 

window length for the case of adjacent broken bars 

Case 2 Adjacent 

Broken Bars 

Window 

ξ = -0.5 S3 = 0.0095 β =1.83 

Sideband Frequency (Hz)  𝑳𝒘 

2sfs (ρ=1) 0.95 4226 

4sfs (ρ=2) 1.9 2414 

6sfs (ρ=3) 2.85 1609 

8sfs (ρ=4) 3.8 1207 
 

For a comprehensive comparison between all the faulty 

motors’ stray flux spectral characteristics the analysis should 

first include an examination of the healthy motor’s stray flux 

signals. Fig. 3 depicts the extracted spectrograms of the 

radial stray flux measured in the healthy motor (Model #1) 

under both types of window for the given dataset. Each 

subfigure focuses on the frequency area of interest: the 5th 

harmonic (Fig. 3a, 3b) and the 7th harmonic (Fig. 3c, 3d), 

where with improved localization in either time or 

frequency, one can easily conclude on the same observation, 

thus being the non-existence of the investigated sidebands. 

Neither the (5-4s)fs and (5-6s)fs, nor the  (7-6s)fs and (7-8s)fs  

trajectories exist in the motor. These spectrograms are to be 

used as a baseline for the rest of the cases and also to denote 

that for a machine in healthy condition, the spectral 

signatures’ trajectories are of flat morphology and without 

undergoing any modulations during the steady-state regime.  

Nevertheless, a machine operating under the existence of a 

fault is practically operating in time-varying conditions [51]-

[54]. In the case of stray flux signature analysis, these time-

varying conditions’ periodicity is designated according to 

the fault periodicity over the rotation of the rotor and the 

continuous induction of electromagnetic quantities from the 

stator to the rotor and vice-versa [28], [52]-[54]. Such 

periodicities are not always easy to track through the 

frequency spectra; therefore a time-frequency representation 

–where they are translated on a spectrogram as modulations, 

as demonstrated in following Fig. 4 and Fig. 6– provides 

 
a 

 
b 

 
b 

 
b 

Fig. 3.  Harmonics of interest for Model #1 (healthy): 

(a) 5th Harmonic under a short-term window (b) 5th Harmonic 

under a long-time window (c) 7th Harmonic under a short-term 

window  (d) 7th Harmonic under a long-time window 

7th harmonic 

5th harmonic 

5th harmonic 

7th harmonic 
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clearer indications for the fault condition on the pipeline for 

a diagnostic decision, in cases where using the classical FFT 

like the MCSA might fail to do so due to loss of diagnostic 

information, as explained in [53]-[55]. 

In Fig. 4, the spectrograms corresponding to the 5th 

harmonic (Fig. 4a) and the 7th harmonic (Fig. 4b) are shown 

for Model #2. Although the selected window resolves the 

modulation sufficiently enough to observe its characteristics, 

the sideband tones cannot be visually discriminated easily. 

However, due to (11) the frequency spread has been 

bounded to be such that for the aim of the analysis, any 

existing amplitude oscillations are also discriminated. A 

closer look in the frequency band of the 5th harmonic 

(circled in dashed) clearly spots a multi-tone FM signal with 

non-stationary characteristics and the carrier getting strongly 

modulated over the first 3.5 seconds. From 3.5 seconds and 

onwards, the spectrogram admits a multi-tone FM signal 

with more stationary characteristics over time and which 

encloses a modulated carrier with modulated components 

with a dominant period ranging around 0.95 − 1.1 𝑠𝑒𝑐 , 

evident in the areas highlighted with dashed circles. The 

same observations apply for the band of the 7th harmonic, 

with the difference that the modulation taking place in the 

components is of a slightly increased period compared to the 

5th harmonic. Most of these characteristics are also evident 

on the spectrograms of the stray flux signals from the 

experiment. 
 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 4.  Harmonics of interest for Model #2 captured with the 

minimum required Lw as calculated from the proposed limit:  

(a) area of (5–4s)fs and (5–6s)fs (b) area of (7–6s)fs and (7–8s)fs 
 

With the observations on the frequency oscillations 

made from the utilized minimum length window, an upper 

bound on the window length can be defined, as explained in 

Paragraph 3.3. As seen in Fig.4 these oscillations have a 

period in the area of 0 . 95 −  1.1 𝑠𝑒𝑐 , without exceeding 

this interval. By considering that the sub-sampling must not 

result in loss of information, according to Nyquist, the new 

sampling period -and hence the window length- should not 

exceed the half of the oscillations’ period, which in our case 

is around 0.55 𝑠𝑒𝑐. By considering equation (4) and that the 

original signal’s sampling period is 𝑇𝑆 = 0.2 𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑐 , the 

upper bound of the short-time window is given from 

inequality 𝐿𝑤 ≤ 7250. It should be noted that this is a rough 

estimation, as the periods of the modulating signals were 

extracted in a visual manner. To compensate for this, the 

case of the lowest possible period is selected. 

From this upper bound, the long-time window of the 

second stage can be defined, as a multiple of the upper 

bound. On the other hand, this multiple cannot be multiplied 

and increased arbitrarily, because it also depends on the 

original signal’s length. If a window 9-10 times larger than 

the lower bound was to be considered, it would result in a 

window of larger than the actual length of our signal which 

is 𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 43000. In this case the long-time window used 

is of length 𝐿𝑤 = 19750, which is a window approximately 

3  times the short-time window’s upper bound. Fig. 5 

indicates the existence of a multi-component and stationary 

signal. Although the resolution in frequency is very well 

improved, it cannot resolve the modulation with accuracy in 

the visualization manner like in Fig. 4. Hence, their 

amplitude can better be evaluated at this point, but not their 

periodicity. The carrier-plus-sideband form of the examined 

signal encloses a modulated carrier with unmodulated 

components for the 5th harmonic’s band (Fig. 5a) and for the 

7th harmonic’s band (Fig. 5b). 
 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 5.  Harmonics of interest captured with the long-time window 

for Model #2: (a) area of (5–4s)fs and (5–6s)fs (b) area of (7–6s)fs 

and (7–8s)fs 

 

The observations made on the spectrograms of Fig. 4 

and Fig.5 are coming in agreement with the statements made 

in [47] and [49] that a signal is usually governed by duality 

in its nature when susceptible to time-varying conditions, i.e. 

operation under fault existence. With respect to that, the 

(7-6s)fs 

7th harmonic 

(7-8s)fs 
1/2sfs 

5th harmonic 

(5-4s)fs 

(5-6s)fs 

7th harmonic 

(7-8s)fs 

(7-6s)fs 

5th harmonic 

(5-4s)fs 

(5-6s)fs 
1/2sfs 
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harmonics examined in this Section indeed imply the 

existence of a non-stationary multi-component signal over 

the transient regime, while the same harmonics indicate to 

be included in a multi-component quasi-stationary signal 

during the steady-state. Also, as increasing the frequencies 

range and looking into this band of higher harmonics, 

spectral density oscillations are more evident and amplitudes 

modulation is indicative of more spectral energy 

concentration in the sidebands. 
Furthermore, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the spectrograms 

for Model #3 in the frequency areas of interest, extracted 

with the window of the first stage and the window of the 

second stage respectively. Since this is a case of broken bars 

at adjacency, the observed modulations are similar to those 

of the single bar fault. However, the investigated 

modulations admit a period ranging between 1.1 𝑠𝑒𝑐 and  

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 6.  Harmonics of interest for Model #3 captured with the 

minimum required Lw as calculated from the proposed limit: (a) 

area of (5–4s)fs and (5–6s)fs (b) area of (7–6s)fs and (7–8s)fs 

 

1.15 𝑠𝑒𝑐  (circled in dashed). Considering the fault related 

speed-ripple component at 2𝑠𝑓𝑠, generated by the sequence 

described in [28] and [50] from the two counter-rotating 

magnetic fields in the point of breakage and which is only 

present in faulty rotors, it is found to be at 0.95 𝐻𝑧  for 

Model #2 and 0.9 𝐻𝑧 for Model #3. Accounting for 1/2𝑠𝑓𝑠  

in each motor, the speed ripple component manifests itself 

on the examined modulations’ periods, since it is at 1.05 𝑠𝑒𝑐 

for Model #2 (modulation periods 0.95~1.1 𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) and 

1.11 𝑠𝑒𝑐 for Model #3 (modulation periods 1.1~1.15 𝑠𝑒𝑐). 

This allows to report that higher frequencies’ ranges, like 

the ones examined in this work, show a compelling 

diagnostic potential when using the proposed approach of a 

t-f analysis in two stages. This validates even further the fact 

that information originating from the time-varying nature of 

the fault is vulnerable to be lost in a classical frequency 

domain approach. On the other hand, a t-f representation 

without system oriented fine tuning of parameters –which in 

this case relate to the slip and sampling frequency– might 

also result in information loss. 
 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 7.  Harmonics of interest captured with the long-time window 

for Model #3: (a) area of (5–4s)fs and (5–6s)fs (b) area of (7–6s)fs 

and (7–8s)fs 

 

It should also be noted that, the approach of this system 

oriented parameter tuning can be used for t-f process like the 

ones described in [32]-[34] or [53]-[57] as an initialization 

pre-setting and fine tuning; it is also eligible to define the 

two extreme limits where these methods or similar types of 

analyses can be tested, when aiming to extract different 

pieces of information in two stages. At one of these 

extremes shown in Fig. 7 –under a long-time window for 

Model #3– the aforementioned modulations patterns have 

ceased and are no longer visible, as the trajectories are better 

localized in frequency, thus allowing to observe a different 

aspect of the localized fault at improved resolution for 

amplitudes examination.  

6. Analysis of Experimental Results 

Regarding the experiments, as it is shown in Table 7, 

the slip of the motor with one broken bar being 𝑠𝑚2 =
0.0124, while the slip of the motor with two broken bars is 

𝑠𝑚3 = 0.0128 (Table 8). In accordance with Table 3 and 

Table 4, the first column provides the sideband components 

that will be looked into for the different values of 𝜌 for each 

harmonic as given from (11). 

As in the case of the FEM simulations’ results, the 

healthy motor’s spectrograms are demanded to examine the 

existence of the sideband signatures and decipher any 

nearby components in the area of the 5th and 7th harmonic 

respectively. These are shown in Fig. 8 where it is clear that 

a healthy rotor is dealt with, since the vacancy in the 

frequency areas of the 5th and 7th harmonic justifies the 

absence of components indicating true negative diagnosis 

for rotor electrical faults. 

7th harmonic 

(7-6s)fs 

(7-8s)fs 

5th harmonic 

(5-4s)fs 

(5-6s)fs 

1/2sfs 

1/2sfs 

5th harmonic 

(5-4s)fs 

(5-6s)fs 

7th harmonic 

(7-6s)fs 

(7-8s)fs 
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Table 7 Motor #2: investigated sidebands & calculated 

window length for the case of adjacent broken bars 

Case 1 Broken Bar Window 

ξ = -0.8 S3 = 0.0124 β =1.98 

Sideband Frequency (Hz)  𝑳𝒘 

2sfs (ρ=1) 1.24 3505 

4sfs (ρ=2) 2.48 2003 

6sfs (ρ=3) 3.72 1336 

8sfs (ρ=4) 4.96 1002 

 

 
a 

 
b 

 
b 

 
c 

Fig. 8.  Harmonics of interest for Model #1 (healthy): 

(a) 5th Harmonic under a short-term window and (b) under a long-

time window, (c) 7th Harmonic under a short-term window and  (d) 

under a long-time window 

 

Table 8 Motor #3: investigated sidebands & calculated 

window length for the case of adjacent broken bars 

Case 2 Adjacent 

Broken Bars 

Window 

ξ = -0.8 S3 = 0.0128 β =1.98 

Sideband Frequency (Hz)  𝑳𝒘 

2sfs (ρ=1) 1.28 3397 

4sfs (ρ=2) 2.56 1941 

6sfs (ρ=3) 3.84 1294 

8sfs (ρ=4) 5.12 970 
 

Fig. 9 depicts the spectrograms with the windowing 

sequence length calculated from (11) for Motor #2. Since 

this windowing limit has yielded shorter windows in time, 

the time resolution of these spectrograms is improved 

compared to Fig. 3. This means that the FM law is better 

localized and able to be observed. The trajectory of the 5th 

harmonic oscillates over the first 2 𝑠𝑒𝑐, but its transient is 

much more smoothed with respect to the widely ranging 

amplitude of the central frequency and its sideband tones. 

Although the stationarity is less present and the amplitude 

ripple of an approximately 0.8 𝑠𝑒𝑐  period, still the tone 

modulation of the main component and its components is 

observable. Furthermore, the spectrogram of the 7th 

harmonic is enclosing sidebands with oscillating amplitudes, 

as the ripples dotted over time show. This means that the 

average value of the squared spectral density undergoes 

ripples due to an AM modulation of the fault signatures. The 

energy concentration is approximately constant for both, but 

their difference in amplitude range is very clear. This 

indicates the existence of a multi-tone FM process with non-

stationary characteristics (Fig. 9a), as the main component   
 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 9.  Harmonics of interest for Motor #2 captured with the 

minimum required Lw as calculated from the proposed limit: (a) 

area of (5–4s)fs and (5–6s)fs (b) area of (7–6s)fs and (7–8s)fs 
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7th harmonic 
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5th harmonic 

(5-4s)fs 
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7th harmonic 
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aspect is characterized by the widest amplitude, while Fig. 

9b reveals a multi-component aspect which is also non-

stationary, but uniformly spread regarding its energy. In 

accordance with [47], this duality in the nature of the 

frequency trajectory raises questions, on whether a time-

frequency analysis under one condition of improved 

resolution is advocate enough to characterize a fault 

condition and draw straight-forward conclusions upon it. 

Examination of the same harmonics under a long 

window in time (improved frequency resolution) localizes 

the so called frequency position and this localization spots 

the trajectory’s value and rise in amplitude as the 

modulating component. The long-time window in this case, 

was accounted for similarly with the case of the FEM 

simulations, as a multiple of the short-time window’s upper 

bound. Since the oscillations present in the harmonics of the 

spectrograms in Fig. 9 are of the period 0.75~0.85 𝑠𝑒𝑐 for 

Motor #2, it is easily calculated that the short window’s 

upper bound is 𝐿𝑤 ≤ 8125. Having available an extended 

measurement though, the signals in this case are of the 

length of 𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 250250. This allows us to multiply the 

upper bound several times more, hence the window used for 

the second stage of the analysis is of length 𝐿𝑤 = 25025 

data points, which is a windowing of 12  segments and 

which is an adequate number of time instants, while at the 

same time providing a good frequency resolution of Δf ≈
0.28 Hz, as calculated from (5). 

 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 10.  Harmonics of interest captured with the long-time 

window for Motor #2: (a) area of (5–4s)fs and (5–6s)fs (b) area of 

(7–6s)fs and (7–8s)fs 
 

The modulated stationary carrier depicted in Fig. 10a 

and Fig. 10b and its amplitude ranging modulated 

neighbouring components agree with those of Fig. 5a and 

Fig. 5b. The notable difference in the amplitude levels of the 

harmonics between Fig 5 and Fig. 10 is due to the size and 

power rating difference of the two machines. Apparently, 

the larger machine’s stray flux signals emerge on the search 

coils after spreading with larger amplitudes. 

As it is also put and asked for in [47] and [49], the 

question is how well the terms of stationarity and mono or 

multi-component aspects are well defined to equip us with 

robust criteria and allow us to fully characterise signals, 

something that is very important during the discrimination 

of faults and diagnostics by frequency signature inspection. 

Another issue addressed, is how long should be the 

windowing sequence, in order to localize frequencies well 

but without totally obscuring the information of time and 

vice-versa. In other words, the two-step analysis proposed in 

this work provides an advantage when investigating fault 

frequencies and categorizing the two different behavioural 

aspects of a signal. 

Finally, Fig. 11 shows the spectrograms with the short-

term window calculated from (11) for the stray flux signals 

of Motor #3. On the same basis with the FEM models in 

Section 5, since 𝑠𝑚3 = 0.0128 and the 2𝑠𝑚3𝑓𝑠 = 1.28 𝐻𝑧, it 

is seen that the modulations of Fig. 11 are again designated 

with a period of 0.8 𝑠𝑒𝑐 ≈
1

2𝑠𝑚3𝑓𝑠
≈ 0.78 𝑠𝑒𝑐. Exactly as in 

the FEM cases, this was also the case for Motor #2 (Fig. 9), 

where the modulations’ periods were 0.75~0.85 𝑠𝑒𝑐 as the 

speed ripple component at 2𝑠𝑚3𝑓𝑠 = 1.24 introduces a 

modulation of period 
1

2𝑠𝑚2𝑓𝑠
≈ 0.81 𝑠𝑒𝑐 . Finalizing the 

analysis under a long-term window for the given dataset, in 

Fig. 12 the spectrogram under improved resolution in 

frequency (Δf ≈ 0.28  Hz) is shown, where the speed-ripple 

designation is no longer visible due to localization in 

frequency. At the representation of this stage, improved 

resolution spectrograms like the ones presented in Fig. 10 

and Fig. 12 can be used for examination of the trajectories  
 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 11.  Harmonics of interest for Motor #3 captured with the 

minimum required Lw as calculated from the proposed limit: (a) 

area of (5–4s)fs and (5–6s)fs (b) area of (7–6s)fs and (7–8s)fs 
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and evaluation of their amplitudes over time. In any case, 

localization in frequency resolves the exact position of the 

fault trajectories, validating their distance from each other as 

well as the main harmonic (5th or 7th in this case), in order to 

evaluate their amplitudes ranges. However, how these 

respond in FM terms can reveal an alarming notice as well, 

when studied under a short-term window for a fault 

condition, as presented in the first stage of the discussed 

approach. 
 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 12.  Harmonics of interest for Motor #3 captured long-time 

window: (a) area of (5–4s)fs and (5–6s)fs (b) area of (7–6s)fs and 

(7–8s)fs 
 

7. Conclusion & Discussion 

This work presented a two stage t-f analysis using the 

STFT under the Kaiser-Bessel window, for the evaluation of 

stray flux signals regarding their carriers and modulated 

components at fault signatures of broken bars and their 

sideband tones. The frequency signatures and their 

behaviour were studied and characterized at this fault 

condition by examining both types of information carried in 

the harmonics designated by the fault. Having defined a 

proposed minimum required window length to obtain 

advocate resolutions on the t-f plane according to the 

motor’s slip, the response of stray flux signals has been put 

under inspection for two harmonic signatures and their fault 

sidebands (5th, 7th). Initially, evaluation of the localized time 

response (improved time resolution), reveals the existence 

of a strong FM signal with a changing personality though 

regarding the amplitude modulation over the frequencies 

transitions. As a second step, the same harmonics were 

examined with improved frequency resolution to evaluate 

the amplitude response of the better localized frequencies. 

The same behaviour was also observable when a posteriori 

examined under a long-time window condition, a case where 

the examination of the amplitude’s ranges and spectral 

energy concentration was evaluated. 

Both from the simulation results and the experimental 

ones, the signal characterization implies that existing duality 

in signals’ nature is a fact, mainly under fault conditions. To 

exploit and overcome this at the same time, an analysis of 

the signals in a two-stage manner can provide -like in the 

case of the mentioned literature- advantages for diagnostic 

purposes like the broken bar fault in induction motors. The 

reported findings help the signal characterization during this 

fault condition, and enhance the discrimination of existing 

phenomena like the fault related slip and speed oscillations 

over the steady-state regime. 

Having the disadvantage of fixed resolution, the STFT 

analysis is still to be investigated under adapting windowing. 

Also, since the ξ parameter is subject to optimization, 

further future research aspects on this matter may include 

the selection of ξ by the application of an optimization or a 

grid search algorithm, aiming to the examination of a time-

varying window after extraction -if possible- of the 

instantaneous frequency information. 

 

8. Appendix 
 

Flux Sensor Characteristics 

 
Magnetic flux sensor, 1000 turns, 1cm slot thickness,  

internal =3.9 cm, external =8 cm. 
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